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Hello from France 
!!! 
We are the pupils 
of Mrs Saunier and 
we are really 
happy to work 
with you this 
scolar year. 
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French students are working on the film "Demain est 
à nous" from Gilles de Maistre. 
The film tells us the real story of children (all over the 
world) who is fighting for the Rights of the Child. 
If you know french : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13scJC_3Y1w&f
eature=youtu.be 
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For the logo, here are 2 posters 
with all our logos. 
French students made these 
beautiful posters...   
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Decide together and respect deadlines 
Respect all partners 

Be always benevolent 
Teachers and students have to respect the netiquette 

Use a common language 
Use an appropriate language 
Write only suitable material 
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World Children's Day 
Yesterday we have presented the project to the families of the 
class with a meeting and with a little exhibition at school of our 
works. 
We have made booklets about Children's rights and went in 
other classes to explain something about this topic. 
Class 5th, section C 
Scuola Primaria E. Fermi 
Milano 
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For the World Children's Day we have met online and we have sung together: 
French, Italian and Spanish students!! 

It was a good experience... Nice to meet you! 
See you soon!  
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In France, students watched the film : 

Tomorrow is for us. It was about Involved 

children all over the world. 

- French child and american girl who help 

homeless 

-Guinean girl who fights against mariage of 

young girls 

- Peruvian boy who have created a 

cooperative bank for children by recycling 

- Bolivian children who have created an 

association for rights of children who have 

to work .... 

It was very interesting. 
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I am a child, with eyes, hands, 
a voice... and i have rights!!! 
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In Italy we have started to work about 
identity. We have prepared a game for our 
partners with padlet! 
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https://it.padlet.com/benedetta_incerti01/qq4ldio3va7 
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When I grow up I will be a... 
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In Spain children have also prepared a game to guess the pupils' names.  
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When I grow up … 

Spain 
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When I grow up … 

Spain 
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We worked about right to 
expression: gender 
equality. We wrote our 
ideas for French students 
in the forum. 
Class 5C – Milan - Italy 
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FRANCE 
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The 4th of December, some of my 
students and I will participate to a 
solidarity day for myopathic children. 
We will run 5 kms and a 
manufactory will give money to the 
medical research against 
myopathy. For us, it's for the Right of 
Health. 
Aurélie  
Saunier 

Even in developped country, 
money is essential to help the 
medical research. 
French students participated the 
4th of december at a solidarity 
Race. They had to run 5 kms. 
Each km = 2 euros. 
We were 30 persons. 
300 euros for the research !!! 
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News about the event: 
https://el9nou.cat/valles-
oriental/actualitat/la-xocoltada-solidaria-de-
lescola-roncana-recull-1-890-euros/ 
https://agora.xtec.cat/escolaroncana/tag/xoc
olatada-solidaria/ 
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This morning we worked about right 
to food. 
We have done a game: 1/3 of us had a 
lot of good food; 2/3 of us had only 
few grains of rice. 

In the world there should be 
enough food for every one. But, like 
in this game, the world's food is not 
equally shared. 
We are organizing a food collection 
in the class for poor children. 
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Hunger scene in the world : today, we have 
played the scene. 
1) People who have too many foods and 
drinks. 
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2) People who have nearly nothing to eat. They are on the floor.  

3) All students understood : 
Injustice ! 
  
4) We have searched 
solutions : 
- we'll organize like our 
partners a food collect. 
- we'll try to record our 
musical show and sell it to 
our parents. Money will be 
given at an association which 
helps poor people. 
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We received in our class 2 benevolents of Secours Populaire 
Français last monday. 
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They help in France but only in the world : "natural disasters, wars..." 
The FEAD (European found for poor families" gives food and money 

once by month. 
The association slogan : "Everything what it human is ours". 

Respect, solidarity, confidence, no judgment ... 
We were very impressed by all this work !!! 

We are Proud to help this association. We are now "Friends of 
World". 
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In Catalonia we have a food bank in each 
province. Food is provided free of charge 
through recognized charities, in order to 
contribute to sustainability. 
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We have prepared Christmas postcards and a Christmas 

box for our partners. 

We have done a postcard for each child. 
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In France, Christmas begins the 
24th of december and 25th of 
december. 
We celebrate Christmas in family 
and eat a lot !!! 
Here are some French traditional 
meals for Christmas... Oysters 
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International Day of Mother Tongue. 
Here you can see some photos about the 
event. 
https://padlet.com/sonia_speranzini/k43nq
7i0neb0 
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ITALIAN-CHINESE 

ITALIAN-TAGALOG 
116 



ITALIAN-SPANISH 

ITALIAN-GERMAN 

ITALIAN-ROMANIAN 117 
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Everyone did 
their best and 
encouraged 
each other. 

But our teacher has prepared groups challenges  in reading and spelling activities about 
Olympic and paralympic games.... 
With all those activities, we understand that everyone has the Right to play and everyone 
has skills and can developp them. 
We tried to imagine if we had an handicap, how we would like  to live with others : inclusion 
or exclusion ? 
For us, inclusion !!! 
 

We met Jonathan Massounda, a 
France adapted tennis table 
champion. 
He played with us !!! Play tennis 
table with a champion was 
fantastic... 
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Let's play together despite the 
distance :) 

Students’ games about children's rights 
122 



30th of january, we received 2 
UNICEF France members. 
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Here are the most 
important Rights for 
children : 
 
  
- identity : without identity, 
no rights. 
- family : love and 
confidence to become a 
sane and safe adult 
- food and water 
- health 
- equality (boy and girl) 
- education 
- protection and emergency 
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This is our collaborative audio-eBook:  
https://www.storyjumper.com/book/read/778427

85/5e78a6ce738eb 
Thanks to all the members ! 
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